
Tactical bolt release lever Expert 

Tactical bolt release lever  Expert can be used on semi-automatic rifles Sa vz. 58, CZ858 Tactical, CZH 2003, FSN01 and on other versions of semi-automatic rifles mentioned 

above with calibre 7,62x39mm. Bolt release lever (BRL) is used to release the bolt from rear position. Releasing is done by index finger when shooter automatically has to 

take the finger off trigger during reloading. This new BRL speeds up reloading and increases safety of manipulation with 

rifle during reloading. Installation on rifle is done by removing of original BRL and replacing it by BRL Expert. To remove 

the original BRL take out the bolt. Release the cog (26e) by cleaning needle. Push out magazine catch secure pin (26) by 

drive tang or cleaning needle. When this part disintegrates slide out magazine catch pin (22). During this process comes 

out magazine catch (24) with magazine catch spring (25) and bolt catch with bolt catch spring (21, 23). Take out the bolt 

catch spring (23) from original bolt catch (21) and put it on new bolt catch. Refitting is reverse of removal. Make sure you 

put back magazine catch secure pin (26). New bolt catch has only small movements to achieve better manipulation with 

it.        .  

 

                          Breech casing (parts)  

21 —/bolt catch/ 

22 —/magazine catch pin/ 

23 —/bolt catch spring/ 

24 —/magazine catch/ 

25 —/magazine catch spring/ 

26 —/magazine catch secure pin /e— cog // 

 

Do not push installed lever against the spring of inserted magazine. The bolt catch is used to release the bolt carrier when inserting new magazine.  
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